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Optical Activity of Anisotropic Achiral Surfaces
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Anisotropic achiral surfaces respond differently to left- and right-hand circularly polarized light. This
occurs when the orientation of the surface with respect to an otherwise achiral experimental setup make
the total geometry chiral. Such optical activity is demonstrated in second-harmonic generation from an
anisotropic thin molecular film. The circular-difference response reverses sign as the handedness of th
geometry is reversed and vanishes when the setup possesses a mirror plane. The results are explain
within the electric-dipole-allowed second-order surface nonlinearity. [S0031-9007(96)00778-8]
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Optical-activity effects, e.g., circular dichroism and o
tical rotation, are usually associated with chiral (ena
tiomorphous) materials [1]. Such materials possess
mirror planes and occur in two enantiomers that are mir
images of each other. Optical activity arises from the d
ferent interaction of chiral materials with left- and righ
hand circularly polarized light and reverses sign betwe
the enantiomers. For isotropic chiral solutions, optical
tivity arises from the interference between the electr
dipole and magnetic-dipole contributions to the optic
properties of the material [1]. However, for surface ge
metries with only two-dimensional rotational symmetr
chiral effects can also be allowed in the electric-dipo
approximation [2].

On a more general level, the term optical activity
used to refer to circular-difference and optical-rotation
fects that occur beyond (linear) birefringence. Such
fects can occur also in achiral materials. This is poss
if the experimental arrangement is chiral, i.e., it posses
a definite handedness and is described by three nonco
nar unit vectors [3]. For example, photoelectron emiss
from oriented linear molecules exhibits optical activity
the direction of propagation of the incident photon a
the photoelectron and the axis of the molecule are
coplanar [3]. In addition, optical rotation can occur
certain nonenantiomorphous crystals [4] and orien
molecular systems [5] such as nematic liquid cryst
[6,7]. However, these cases involve light propagation
a bulk sample and, consequently, separation between
cal activity and linear birefringence may be very difficu
[8]. Optical activity has also been observed in seco
harmonic generation from an isotropic and achiral surf
[9]. In this case the chirality of the experiment was n
associated with the orientation of the sample but ar
from the (mis)alignment of the polarizer that was used
analyze the second-harmonic light.

In this Letter, we report the first observation of optic
activity of achiral anisotropic surfaces. We use the a
optical technique of surface second-harmonic genera
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[10], which simplifies the experiment considerably co
pared to photoelectron emission experiments. Seco
harmonic generation has already been shown to b
sensitive probe of chiral isotropic surfaces [11]. O
surface consists of a thin film of oriented molecul
The interpretation of the results is straightforward sin
the second-harmonic response originates only from
molecular layer and effects due to propagation and
ear birefringence are negligible. Furthermore, unl
photoelectron emission from single molecules, seco
harmonic generation is a coherent process. Hence
though the structure of our molecules is essentially line
two unit vectors, the surface normal and the in-plane s
metry axis, are necessary to specify the orientation of
sample with respect to the photon propagation direct
which provides the third unit vector. The experiment c
therefore be performed in a collinear transmission geo
try. The simplicity of the experiment allows us to perfor
an extensive study of this second-order optical activ
under reflection operations that reverse the handedne
the setup. The results are explained by an electric-dip
allowed second-order surface nonlinearity.

In our experiments, we used Langmuir-Blodgett (L
films of 2-docosylamino-5-nitropyridine (DCANP) [12
as the anisotropic achiral sample. The LB films us
in the experiment consisted of 10 molecular layers w
a total thickness of,22 nm. The films belong to the
achiral C1h symmetry group where the molecules a
preferentially aligned along the in-plane symmetry ax
To specify the experimental geometry, we take thex and
z axes along the anisotropy axis and the surface nor
respectively (Fig. 1). The direction of propagation
the fundamental beam with respect to the sample
characterized by the angle of incidenceu and the in-plane
(azimuthal) rotation anglef. Note that for the angle
f  0± or f  180± and u  0± or 180±, the plane of
incidence is a mirror plane and the setup is achiral.
any other values of these angles, the setup is chiral w
definite handedness. The handedness can be revers
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Experimental geometry: fundamental laser be
(wave vector k, s- and p-polarized field components)
incident on the sample at an angleu. The azimuthal rotation
of the sample is characterized byf. The arrows on the samp
indicate the alignment of DCANP molecules along the dipp
direction that creates the anisotropy axis. The anisotr
axis and the surface normal are along thex and z direc-
tions, respectively.

two different reflection operations, one characterized b

u ! u, f ! 2f , (1)

and the other by

u ! 2u, f ! 180± 2 f . (2)

In our experiments, the fundamental beam of aQ-
switched Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm, 50 Hz,,10 ns) is
used to pump the sample at incidence angles of643± or
637±. The sample is mounted on a rotation stage tha
lows for rotation around the surface normal (z axis). The
intensity of the second-harmonic light emanating fr
the sample is measured for left- and right-hand circul
polarized fundamental excitation. The second-harmo
intensity is detected by a photomultiplier and separa
from the fundamental light by means of an IR blocki
filter and a 532 nm interference filter. Circular-differen
effects are expressed in terms of the sum and differe
of the intensities of the detected second-harmonic l
for left- and right-hand circularly polarized excitatio
as DIyI  2sIleft 2 IrightdysIleft 1 Irightd. Sufficient
polarization purity of the experiment is verified by ma
ing sure that no circular-difference effects are obser
in the second-harmonic intensity generated from ach
isotropic samples. To demonstrate the optical activity
our anisotropic surface, it is advantageous to conside
p-polarized transmitted second-harmonic signal and
muthal rotation anglesf  0± andf  690± (Fig. 2).

The experimental results for all combinations of t
anglesu and f are summarized in Table I. Circula
difference effects were never observed for sample orie
tionsf  0± or f  180±. In these cases, the anisotro
axis of the sample is in the plane of incidence, which
a mirror plane of the experimental configuration inclu
ing the sample. On the other hand, substantial circu
difference effects were observed for sample orientat
of f  690± and the difference effects change sign
y

l-

c
d

e
t

FIG. 2. Experimental geometry for azimuthal angles off 
0±, 290±, and190±. kv is the wave vector of the fundamenta
beam andk2v the wave vector of the transmitted secon
harmonic beam.

tween these two orientations. The magnitude of the d
ference effects remains unchanged. Furthermore, the
ference effects also change sign between the positive
negative angles of incidenceu. These results show tha
the circular-difference response reverses sign as the h
edness of the sample orientation is reversed, i.e., as
of the anglesu and f changes sign. So, by changin
the angle of incidence or the orientation of the sam
it is possible to create different enantiomers of the e
perimental configuration. It is important to note that t
experimental setup without the sample is achiral. Hen
optical activity effects from isotropic thin films cannot b
observed. On the other hand, addition of an anisotro
film breaks the symmetry of the experimental geome
for certain orientations of the film and gives rise to op
cal activity effects.

To explain the observed effects theoretically, we co
sider second-harmonic generation from an anisotropic s
face. The second-harmonic intensity generated from
surface or thin film is of the form [13]

Is2vd  jfEpsvdEpsvd 1 gEssvdEssvd
1 hEssvdEpsvdj2, (3)

where Epsvd and Essvd are the p- and s-polarized
components of the fundamental field incident on t
al
f

he
i-

a-
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-

TABLE I. Experimentally observed circular-difference effec
DIyI  2sIleft 2 IrightdysIleft 1 Irightd for different sample
orientations f and angles of incidenceu. The intensity
of the p-polarized second-harmonic field in transmissio
was detected.

Incidence angle Sample orientation Circular-differen
u f effect

143± 0±, 180± s0 6 2d%
290± 2s6 6 1d%
190± 1s7 6 1d%

243± 0±, 180± 1s1 6 2d%
290± 1s7 6 1d%
190± 2s8 6 1d%
1457
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surface. The coefficientsf, g, andh are linear combina
tions of the various second-order (surface) susceptib
components, and they are unique to any detected sec
harmonic signal. For circularly polarized excitatio
Epsvd  6iEssvdis and

Is2vd  j2f 1 g 6 ihj2I2svd , (4)
where the upper and lower signs correspond, respecti
to right- and left-hand circular polarizations andIs2vd 
jEssvdj2. From Eq. (4) it is clear that circular-differenc
effects in second-harmonic generation can occur if2f 1

g and h are simultaneously nonvanishing. For the c
of isotropic surfaces, this is only possible if the surfac
also chiral. However, as we will show in detail, for t
case of anisotropic surfaces chirality is not required. N
also that circular-difference effects can only occur wh
at least, a portion of the coefficienth is out of phase with
one of the other two coefficients.

For an anisotropic sample such as our DCANP fi
the expansion coefficientsf, g, and h depend on the
orientation of the sample in the setup. It can be sho
in general that, depending on the second-harmonic sig
either 2f 1 g or h but not both reverses sign und
the operations specified by Eqs. (1) and (2). Hence,
circular-difference effects are expected to reverse sig
the handedness of the setup changed. We next spec
to the particular configurations studied in the experim
For the rotation anglef  0± we find

f  xzzz sin3u 1 xxxx cos3u 1 fxxzz 1 2xzzxg
3 sin2u cosu 1 fxzxx 1 2xxxzg sinu cos2u ,

g  xxyy cosu 1 xzyy sinu ,

h  0 ,
where xijk are the components of the electric-dipo
allowed second-order susceptibility tensor and the Fre
factors at the fundamental and second-harmonic freq
cies have been absorbed in the tensor components.
this achiral orientation, the plane of incidence is a m
ror plane and the coefficienth vanishes. Consequentl
circular-difference effects cannot occur. For the ch
sample orientations, the coefficients are

f  xzzz sin3u 1 fxzyy 1 2xyyzg cos2u sinu ,

g  xzxx sinu ,

h  6s2xzzx sin2u 1 2xyyx cos2ud ,
where the6 sign in h refers tof  690± of rotation.
For these orientations, there are no mirror planes in
experimental geometry including the sample, andf, g,
and h are simultaneously nonvanishing. Hence, opt
activity effects can occur. Furthermore, the sign of th
effects is reversed for the190± and290± orientations be-
causeh changes sign. In addition, changing the incide
angle from1u to 2u also reverses the sign of the optic
activity effects. Hence, as found experimentally, rotat
the sample around thex or z axis creates different enan
tiomers of the experimental geometry.
1458
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For isotropic surfaces, the expansion coefficientsf, g,
andh are independent of the orientation of the sample
the setup. For isotropic achiral surfaces, the nonvanish
components of the electric-dipole-allowed second-or
susceptibility arezzz, zxx  zyy, andxxz  yyz. Hence,
h will always be zero forp-polarized second harmonic in
transmission and optical activity effects cannot occur.
the other hand, for isotropic chiral surfaces an additio
xyz component is present inh and optical activity effects
can occur, independent of sample orientation.

Note that Eq. (3) implies that for the linear polariz
tions that are rotated by645± from thep-polarized direc-
tion sEp  6Esd, the intensity of the SHG field is

Is2vd  jf 1 g 6 hj2I2svd . (5)

Hence, these two linear input polarizations can also
used as a probe of surface chirality [14]. We have a
verified that these linear-difference effects can be u
to probe the optical activity of our anisotropic surfac
(Table II). The results are analogous to those of
circular-difference effects. However, one can argue t
the circular-difference response provides a more fun
mental probe of optical activity of anisotropic surfac
than the linear-difference response. The two circular
put polarizations are characterized by their helicity whi
is directed parallel or antiparallel to the photon propag
tion direction [7]. On the other hand, the linear inp
polarizations are characterized by additional vectors t
can, in principle, influence the handedness of the exp
ment [7].

In principle, optical activity effects analogous to tho
described in this Letter should also occur in linear o
tical processes. However, experimental observation
these effects is more difficult because linear proces
are not surface specific. Consequently, substrate in
ference is expected to mask any possible linear optic
activity effects.

In conclusion, we have shown that optical activity c
be observed in second-harmonic generation from ac
ral anisotropic thin films. The effects reverse their si
he

al
e

e
l
g

TABLE II. Experimentally observed linear-difference effec
DIyI  2sI245± 2 I145±dysI245± 1 I145±d for different sample
orientations f and angles of incidenceu. The intensity
of the p-polarized second-harmonic field in transmissio
was detected.

Incidence angle Sample orientation Linear-differen
u f effect

137± 0±, 180± s0 6 2d%
290± 1s9 6 2d%
190± 2s9 6 2d%

237± 0±, 180± s0 6 2d%
290± 2s9 6 3d%
190± 1s11 6 2d%
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as the handedness of the experiment is reversed.
observed effects can be described theoretically by
electric-dipole-allowed second-order surface nonlinear
We expect that these effects can have important co
quences in the study of complex chiral structures, si
the presence of anisotropy can yield information that
not connected to the chirality of the system under inve
gation. On the other hand, we believe that the effects
be used to advantage in the characterization of anisotr
achiral surfaces.
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